Powerful Inventory
Management
Made Simple
Enterprise Data Capture and
Inventory Management

Cloud-Based Inventory
Management Solutions
Inventory management and asset visibility are
essential for any business. Clear Spider and
Zebra offer industry-leading cloud inventory
management and data capture solutions that
combine to help you ensure you always have
the right product, in the right quantity, at the
right place, at the right time.
With Zebra’s innovative data capture devices
and Clear Spider’s cloud-based inventory
management system, you gain unparalleled
inventory and asset visibility. Our customizable
platform, broad range of integration options,
proven implementation processes, and
unmatched data capture devices can
conquer even your most complex inventory
management challenges.
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Inventory Management and Control
Track goods, identify supply chain
shortages, and optimize inventory
levels all in one place.
Warehouse Management and 3PL
Improve all areas of your warehouse
operations, reduce guesswork, and
improve accuracy.
Field Service Inventory Management
Cut back on unnecessary costs by
having all the parts needed to get the
job done in one trip.
Order and Shipping Management
Gain the visibility you need to better
manage orders and shipments on our
easy-to-use platform.
Mobile Solutions
Improve visibility and boost workforce
efficiency with a mobile inventory
management solution.
Vendor Managed Inventory
Streamline your VMI process with realtime vendor and supplier information
to increase visibility.

Cloud-Based Inventory Management: Maximum Visibility with Minimum Investment
More than 100,000 businesses trust Clear Spider to improve the way they manage inventory. Our cloud-based inventory management solutions work seamlessly with Zebra data capture devices to give you unmatched inventory and asset visibility. With
powerful, easy-to-deploy solutions that are fully customizable for your workflows and can easily be integrated with other applications, we’ll help you meet any inventory management challenge.

Designed to Improve the Way You Manage Your Inventory
Inventory Management

Customizable Software

Mobile Solutions

Clear Spider’s secure cloud-based system
lets you access inventory data anywhere
at any time. Remove the limitations and
restrictions of a locally installed system to
manage inventory from the warehouse, in
the office, or on the go.

Clear Spider software is tailored to mirror
your business. A user-friendly desktop
interface gives power users the tools they
need to work more efficiently today while
the flexible design adapts to accommodate future growth.

With the Clear Spider mobile app, employees can update inventory wherever
they are. Boost productivity by cutting the
time it takes to make adjustments, add
items, create orders, view product stock
locations, and more.

Zebra Offers Industry-Leading Data Capture Solutions
Don’t let barcodes stand between you and success. Zebra offers an industry-leading portfolio of purpose-built scanners that
are engineered for durability and ready to capture the most difficult barcodes under the toughest conditions.
General Purpose Scanners

Ultra-Rugged Scanners

Mobile Computers

Streamline inventory, restocking, and
shipping with Zebra handheld and handsfree scanners that deliver full-shift battery
power and trouble-free scanning of even
the most challenging barcodes.

Zebra’s ultra-rugged scanners are purpose-built to withstand harsh warehouse
and manufacturing conditions, delivering
first time, every time data capture under
the harshest conditions.

Zebra mobile computers offer the ultimate
in enterprise-class touch computing, with
scanning capabilities that deliver first-time,
every time capture of barcodes, labels,
documents, and more.

Let Clear Spider and Zebra Help You Improve Inventory Management
Clear Spider is a cloud-based solution that gives you access to real-time inventory information from any location worldwide.
Clients choose Clear Spider because it delivers powerful cloud-based inventory management that can be customized to fit any
workflow and integrate with any software on the cloud.
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